STATE NET

®

XML DATA FEEDS
Oversight of your data,
not oversights in your data

Integrate and streamline your LexisNexis® State Net®
data across all your processes and systems.
It’s hard enough just to keep up with the day’s email, let alone monitor changing regulations for your entire organization. You can’t
afford to miss an important development. But when compliance means sinking hours into screen time and spreadsheets, you could
be risking costly mistakes.
It’s tIme to au tom at e.

LexisNexis® State Net® offers XML data feeds to deliver legislative and regulatory data directly to your existing database or GRC
application. Manage exactly how your data reaches you—and how it reaches your stakeholders—without all the typing.
Rely on qualIt y R epoR t I n g f R om ex peR I e n ce d e d I t o R s .

T his isn’t a basic scrape from a state legislative website—it's state of the art legislative and regulatory monitoring. Your daily data
feed is built around State Net® proprietary content, with critical enhancements to save you time.
•
•
•

Our editors provide each record a meaningful title and summary, so you can instantly assess whether it’s relevant
to your industry or agency.
Bill and regulatory text markup are uniform across federal and state jurisdictions, so data formatting is always
consistent and you know what’s included.
Status actions are also normalized, so you can tell where a bill is—from introduction to enactment—even when
legislative procedures vary from state to state.

g e t moRe Inte l l I g en c e c u stom I z ed f oR yo u.

Choose from legislative, regulatory and related regulatory document data feeds. We can work with you to tailor your feed
to your specific needs. It's like having your own personal legislative and regulatory monitoring solution.
•
•
•
•
•

Receive new activity updated each night and delivered daily for tracked items such as new bill actions, ballot
measures and executive orders.
Get links to all versions of legislative or regulatory text, plus related intelligence.
Monitor the details: We provide at least 16 different legislative data elements for each bill and 11 data elements for
each regulation.
Annotate and organize your feed even further with tags, categories and notes.
Save time and cut costs by using our tools to create customizable reports, based on your preferences and share
them with stakeholders or colleagues.

Learn more about the time and effort you can save with State Net XML data feeds. Put data entry where it belongs—on the other side
of the screen.

Complimentary State Net XML data feed consultation
contact your representative:
le x i s ne x i s .c o m / dataf e e d s or 8 0 0 . 7 2 6.4566
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